CASE STUDY

St.George’s University of London

Award Winning Transformation of Teaching & Learning by Implementing
a powerful Virtual Learning Environment with LearnX

St. George’s University
of London:
The Challenge
Perhaps as a result of its long and esteemed history, St. George’s medical
archives are among the largest in the world. Specialising in medical,
biomedical and healthcare sciences, St. George’s vast repository of
information has grown exponentially over the past few decades. Accessing
this wealth of information easily, as well as relevant course materials, is
critical for the University’s continued success.
As Professor Jane Saffell, Deputy Principal, Education, explains, online
learning represents an increasingly important aspect of the strategic plan
of the University. “We require a mixed approach to learning, some of which
can be wholly online but much of which mixes this with practical, face to
face teaching and practice. However, we plan to increase online learning
which very much underpins our strategic plan. The VLE is now an essential
part of the pedagogy for education. The previous VLE was a bit clunky and
increasingly difficult to update and access efficiently. We needed a learning
platform that would allow well aligned modules and programmes and that
staff and students would find easy to use and engage.”
An existing open-source Virtual Learning Environment had become
cumbersome; little more than a repository for information which students
were finding difficult to access in an intuitive way. Despite being opensource, it was also proving costly in terms of storage as the system became
increasingly cluttered with data, some of which was out of date.

Facts

• Established 1733
• One of the UK’s largest teaching
hospitals
• Specialises in medical, biomedical
and healthcare sciences
• Almost 5,000 students per year*
• Co-located with St. George’s
hospital in Tooting, London
• Affiliated to Kingston University
in Surrey

“

*4,855 students in 2016/17 academic year

We plan to increase online learning
which very much underpins our
strategic plan. The VLE is now an
essential part of the pedagogy for
education. We needed a learning
platform that would allow well
aligned modules and programmes
and that staff and students would
find easy to use.
Professor Jane Saffell,
Deputy Principal, Education
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The Solution
Rob Churm, Director, Information Services, was instrumental in highlighting
the need for change and he and his team had already begun the process
of reviewing options.“We knew that our current open source system was
not best-in-class and that we needed to properly appraise our options. As
we have a joint faculty with Kingston University, it was important that our
eventual solution aligned with their needs too. They were using a different
VLE which was proving to be costly so it made sense to research options
together. As a result, we chose Canvas which looked best placed to not only
meet the requirements of modern students but academics too. It also seemed
to be extremely simple to use.”
Once the budget gained full approval in 2016, Rob elected to look outside
the University for resource to put a Project and Change Management plan in
place. “We knew we needed a project manager and a colleague in Kingston
recommended Shamit Manilal from LearnX who had a great track record. So
we asked Shamit and his team to put together a viable change plan which
they did, fully engaging with stakeholders across the University. When we
presented the plan, it was quickly agreed that we should ask LearnX to help
implement it too.”

As Professor Jane Saffell recalls “ …they quickly became part of the team.
You couldn’t tell who was staff and who was not. A real testament to them is
that quickly integrated wholly with our institution. They became part of the
community here.”
Following LearnX’s recommendation, the University elected to Phase
the implementation. In Phase 1, several pilot courses were selected, and
these went live in August 2017. As Rob Churm recollects: “They managed
it brilliantly, not only technically but with a deep understanding of how to
get the best results. We got tremendously positive feedback from that first
phase. Academics liked it and students liked it too. We were then able to
reflect on the learnings from Phase 1 in order to implement Phase 2 which
was to move fully to Canvas by August 2018, which I am pleased to say, we
achieved.”

“

LearnX managed it
brilliantly, not only
technically but with a deep
understanding of how to
get the best results. We
got tremendously positive
feedback from that first
phase. Academics liked it
and students liked it too.
Rob Churm,
Director, Information Services
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The Results
Following the launch of the new VLE in August 2018, it has been seen as
a great success by students and academics alike. So much that the project
team won the St George’s Education Excellence award for being instrumental
in transforming the learning experience for all our students by creating an
enriching pedagogic space for students and their teachers to connect. Rob
Churm recalls that “…we had incredibly positive feedback. The big question
was, can students easily find the resources they need. The answer was a
resounding YES”.
As Professor Jane Saffell puts it: “The product is great. Students love it and
staff have embraced it. On time, with joy and with pleasing results. The
foundation for the project was all about driving good teaching and learning
and pedagogical development, not just technical. LearnX understand that
and have the experience to marry the two disciplines to get best possible
results. They saw it as a key part of our overall learning environment which
just happens to be online. I really rate that approach.”

“
“
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The foundation for the project
was all about driving good
teaching and learning and
pedagogical development, not
just technical. LearnX understand
that and have the experience to
marry the two disciplines to get
best possible results.
Professor Jane Saffell,
Deputy Principal, Education

LearnX take a no-nonsense
approach which is a real
driving force. Every project has
challenges of course but LearnX
apply a realistic positivity to
it that helps drive successful
outcomes. It takes a unique
organisation to gel and fuse
academic teams to get such
positive outcomes and LearnX are
one of the few who can.
Rob Churm,
Director, Information Services

Rob Churm was equally impressed. “LearnX take a no-nonsense approach
which is a real driving force. Every project has challenges of course but
LearnX apply a realistic positivity to it that helps drive successful outcomes.
It takes a unique organisation to gel and fuse academic teams to get such
positive outcomes and LearnX are one of the few who can. The Education
Excellence award the team won is a good testament of their work ethic. I
would recommend them to any organisation looking for a top-class team.”
Professor Jane Saffell sums up the experience: “LearnX’s modus operandi is
to gently join the community, to properly understand the needs and to then
help us get what we want. They’re excellent enablers who helped us mobilise
our in-house resources to best effect. They are never pushy or abrasive but
are firm and persistent and very collaborative. They’re also quite brilliant
at explaining technical issues in layman’s terms without it ever feeling
patronising. A pleasure to work with.”

Education Excellence
Award for Teams
The team have been awarded
for their successful roll out of
Canvas, the St George’s new
virtual learning environment,
across the University. Working
with input from students and
collaboration with course teams,
the team have been instrumental
in transforming the learning
experience for all our students by
creating an enriching pedagogic
space for students and their
teachers to connect.
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The Future
St. George’s University of London have fully embraced an online approach
and, according to Rob Churm and Professor Jane Saffell, will inevitably
introduce more into its portfolio. As Professor Jane Saffell puts it, “The VLE
we have now gives more reach and can enhance our all-important faceto-face teaching. It’s here to stay and will become increasingly important.
Students expectations for mobile and online learning tools is high and will
only increase over time.”
Rob Churm agrees: “A VLE isn’t a static thing. It’s very much a living
organism, constantly developing to meet the future needs of our students
and academic staff. I feel sure that we will continue to engage with LearnX to
ensure that get the best out of the system for many years to come.”

“We are extremely proud to have been able to help transform St. George’s digital
landscape which is critical in helping medical students become successful which, in
turn, allows them to go out into the world and make a major contribution to the health
and well-being of our society. That is very inspiring for us and we are pleased to have
played our part.”
Shamit Manilal, Founder & Director, LearnX

About LearnX
LearnX is a Digital Learning consultancy and services provider specialising in
strategy, review and implementation of software solutions for Educational
institutions. Our leading team of consultants support institutions in
delivering real change and profoundly transform the teaching and learning
experience.
We offer a range of tailored services from implementation packages
structured to review, procure and roll out your system, through to business
intelligence software and custom development work.

Get in touch to discuss your project

hello@learnx.co.uk
+44 2037436026
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